
Game RuleS



1st Game Mode: 
Learning to Capture

For this game mode, you will need the board, the resources and beast tokens and the beast cards.

So tidy away the Salem tokens, "Events", "Second Salemers", "Locations" and "Spells" cards. Each player chooses 

one of the following characters: Norbert, Porpentina, Queenie, Jacob, Percival or Seraphina.

| Before you play:

| To Play:

| Be Aware:

Put your counters on the start square and place one token face down on each location on the board.

The last one to have been to a zoo starts the game. 

Roll the die, and move your counter forwards wherever you like, for as many squares as your die 

indicates. Turn over the token on this square, if it’s a fantastic beast, you capture it immediately and 

collect the matching beast card. Don’t forget to replace the token with another from the replacement 

pile. If the token is a resource, you must replace it with another token from the token pile. The fi rst 

one to capture 3 beasts wins the game. If all 10 beasts have been captured and no player has captured 

3 beasts, then the player who has captured the most beasts wins the game.

If you are on a square with a blue circle around 

it (4, 13, 16 and 29), you can apparate to another 

of these squares. The action counts as an ordinary 

move from square to square, not your whole move.

resources beasts



2nd Game Mode:
Apprentice Magizoologist

Explore the different locations in the town and fi nd the necessary resources to capture the fantastic 

beasts before the other players. The fi rst player to get 2 beasts wins the game.

Each player must choose a character card and take the matching counter. Put the counters on the start 

square (Please note: for this game mode, you mustn’t apply the number of actions or the character 

specifi cities for the 12+ mode to the game).

Place the beast cards face up next to the board. These cards indicate the number of resource tokens you 

will need to capture each beast. Now randomly place 29 tokens face down on the different locations 

on the board. 

The 21 tokens left over will be used as replacements, and must stay face down throughout the game.

| The Aim of the Game:

| Setting up the Game:

For this game mode, set aside the "Locations" and "Second Salemers" cards as well as the Salem tokens.

Each player starts with 2 "Spell" cards in hand and draws a new one at the beginning of their turn. Each 

player can play up to 3 of these cards per turn.

| Before you play:

| More actions with the "Spell" cards:

| To Play:

The last one to have been to a zoo starts the game. Roll the die, and move your counter forwards 

wherever you like, for as many squares as your die indicates. When you land on a square with a token, 

turn it over:

- If the token is a fantastic beast, you can only take it if you have the necessary resource tokens for 

its capture. For example to capture the thunderbird you will need:

- If the token is a resource, the player takes it and replaces it with another token from the deck, (they 

cannot collect that same token at the start of their next turn). The player to their right is next to play.

22xx 33xx

33xx 22xx

Once the animal has been captured, discard the 

tokens used to capture it and put a new token from 

the replacement pile in its place.
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3rd Game Mode: 
Certifi ed Magizoologist 

Several beasts are hiding in the city of New York, you must work together to explore the different 

locations of the city and capture them before the Second Salemers catch you. 

To win the game : If there  are 2 players you must capture 2 beasts, 3 beasts if there are 3 players, and 

4 beasts if there are 4 or more players.

1- Each player chooses one of the 6 character cards and puts their counter on the start square. The 

last one to have visited a zoo starts the game.

Location Frieze

the Salem Frieze

| AIM OF THE GAME:

| SETTING UP THE GAME:

(c) Place the  "Event” 

cards beside the board, 

without letting anyone 

see them

(b) Position the "Location", 

cards face down on the 

location square. This will 

be the location deck

(a) Position the "Second Salemers", face 

down on the Salem Frieze
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2- If there are 2 players, you must capture 2 beasts (draw 2 cards randomly from the "Fantastic Beasts " 

deck and then take the matching tokens for the 2 beasts, then turn over 2 "Location " cards and place 

a beast token face up on each of the locations you have revealed (3 beasts if there are 3 players and 

4 beasts if there are 4 or more players).

Example: 

3- Then turn over 10 "Location " cards ( 12 cards if there are 4, 5 or 6 players ) and place a Salem 

token on each of these locations. Then put all the location cards you have revealed to the bottom of 

the "Location" deck.

Example:

4- Turn over the fi rst 5 cards at the top of the "Location" deck and position them face up on the 

multi-coloured blue, green, yellow and red spaces of the Frieze. 

Example: you are Newt Scamander. You are allowed 4 actions. Moving from one square to another costs 

1 action, and you decide to move forwards 3 squares to "New York Harbour". The card which matches 

this location is on the green space. You will use your fi nal action to collect a green token, and you 

then put the Location card to the bottom of the deck.

You have drawn the "Niffl er"

and "Demiguise" cards

The two location cards are:

"Bank" and "Customs"

Place the Salem tokens on 

squares 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 

9, 10 of the board

The "Location" cards that have 

been drawn are numbered:

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

Put the "Niffl er" and 

"Demiguise"  tokens on squares

1 and 9 of the board



Each character is allowed to carry out a number of actions (the number is indicted in the top right 

hand corner of the character card). The actions which are possible are:

1) Moving on the board: 

Moving from one square to another costs one action. If you want to move 4 squares, it will thus 

cost you 4 actions. However, if you are on a square which has a blue circle around it (4, 13, 16 and 

29), you can use one action to apparate to another of these squares.

2) Eliminate a Salem token:

If you pass over a square with a Salem token on it, you must stop and eliminate it; otherwise you will 

not be allowed to continue to move. To do so, you must roll a die (this costs one action). If you roll 

3, 4, 5 or 6, the Salem token is eliminated. You can then reveal an "event" card and immediately apply its 

effect. You do the same every time you eliminate a Salem token. If you do not manage to eliminate the 

Salem token you can use another action to try again. 

3) Collect a resource (coloured token):

If your character is on a location on the board which matches a card on the Location Frieze, take a token which 

is the same colour as the “Location” space it is on. Then put this location card to the bottom of the deck.

Once the players have collected the necessary resources to capture a beast, they must go to the square 

where the beast is to capture it. It doesn't cost any actions (see the beast card to know which tokens 

are necessary to capture it).

For example, to capture thunderbird you need 2 suitcases (red tokens), 3 potions (blue tokens), 3 dragots 
(yellow tokens) and 2 teapots (green tokens).

Player one 1 has 2 red tokens, 2 blue tokens and 1 yellow one, player 2 has 1 blue token, 2 yellow tokens, 
and 2 green ones. So they have the necessary tokens to capture it. To do so, they must both go to the 
square on the board where the beast is. Once it has been captured, discard the tokens that were used to 

capture it. 

N.B. Each time you take a coloured token reveal an "Event" card and apply its effect immediately, then put 

it to the bottom of the deck.

A turn is fi nished when each player has used up all of their actions.

Capturing a beast does not cost any actions.

N.B. The multi-coloured token is a joker; it can be used instead of any coloured token

| To Play:
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The last card, which was displaced onto the 

Second Salemers space on the Location Frieze, 

indicates the location on the board where you 

must put a Salem token.

In our example, it’s card number 5. So you must 

put a Salem token on the “Brooklyn Bridge" 

square. Once the token has been put in place, 

put the card to the bottom of the deck.

When all the players have taken their turn, you must 

replace the "Location" cards on the location frieze. 

Example: The fi rst player has collected a green token 

at New York Harbour (3); the second player has 

collected a blue token at the Statue of Liberty (2). The 

two cards (2 and 3) are put to the bottom of the 

"Location" card deck. So there are no more cards on 

the blue and green spaces.

When you have to put a Salem token on a location of the board which already has a Salem token or 

a beast token on it, take this token and put it on the Salem Frieze. But be careful, there is a risk the 

Second Salemers will unveil the existence of the world of wizards to the Non-Maj ! 

If there are 2 players: when you place the 7th Salem token on the Frieze, you lose the game.

If there are 3 players: when you place the 9th Salem token on the frieze, you lose the game.

If there are 4 or more players: when you place the 11th Salem token on the frieze, you lose the game.

During the game, reveal a "Second Salemer" card and apply its effect throughout the game, every time you 

reach an orange rectangle on the Salem Frieze.

Displace all the leftover “Location" cards to the right until the Second Salemers space is covered and 

put new "location" cards in the empty spaces.

| The End of the Turn and the Apparition of Salem Tokens:

| Salem Frieze:

| The apparition of "Second Salemer" cards:
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